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Abstract: The perceived risk of tourists’ use of smartphones is a key issue in shaping the tourist
experience in terms of sustainability, as it can affect the behaviour of tourists and influence their
satisfaction with that experience. However, little empirical research exists on the relationship between
tourists’ risk perception and the perceived value of mobile device usage. This paper measures
the association between tourists’ perceived risk of mobile device usage and several variables that
demonstrate the perceived usefulness of mobile devices: utility, hedonic value and future intention
of use. A survey on tourists’ use of smartphones was conducted in 2016 and, by means of a cluster
analysis, four groups of tourists were identified with significant differences in their perception of
the risk and use value of smartphones. Differences between tourists suggest that a single digital
tourist profile does not exist and that tourism destinations and smart tourism DMOs (destination
marketing organisations) should include risk perception in their management agenda. This will allow
them to achieve a better understanding of tourist behaviour and to adapt the commercialisation
of tourism products and services to a wide range of tourism needs. In addition, four regression
models were applied to measure the association between the risk and perceived usefulness of mobile
devices. On the one hand, dependence on mobile devices was associated positively with the perceived
usefulness of mobile devices. On the other hand, the tourists surveyed saw privacy risk as having
a major negative impact on the tourist experience, although it did not affect their perceived utility
value and future use of mobile devices. Smart tourism destination managers should bear in mind that
privacy risk issues related to the use of mobile devices must be integrated into an ethical perspective
when marketing a destination.

Keywords: perceived risk; smartphone; utilitarian value; hedonic value; future use

1. Introduction

The use of mobile devices has become so widespread that it is now a standard resource for tourists
on holiday. Thus, knowing the elements that influence tourist behaviour regarding these devices,
mostly smartphones, is not only a very important factor to provide an adequate management response
at a tourist destination, but also for the viability of tourist businesses that introduce technological
components into their business models. Tourists’ behaviour and their role as co-producers of
experiences are conditioned by the way they use technology and mobile phones [1–3]. In addition,
the use of mobile phones is especially relevant in destinations that take a proactive approach to
the introduction of intelligent tourism elements and attractions that have a strong dependence on
technology. The improvement of connectivity and the use of mobile phones make destinations more
accessible to tourists [4], contributing to the co-creation of value in the tourist experience [5,6] and
stimulating open innovation [7]. Thus, smart tourism destinations and the new tourism business
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models that incorporate them have a strong relationship with their visitors’ use of mobile phones.
Consequently, tourist destination managers need precise information that allows them not only to
better understand the entire situation, but also to be able to take more accurate decisions regarding
tourists’ behaviour at the destination. In this sense, a crucial subject under study is knowledge of
the risk associated with the use of mobile phones as one of the elements that can influence tourists’
behaviour and satisfaction with the tourist experience.

At a tourist destination, the context in which information is captured through mobile phones
favours risks (monitoring, location data, etc.) being taken more unconsciously and vulnerability in
terms of privacy intrusion [8,9]. Although this is a very important element of debate in understanding
the role of digital tourists, the relationship between the perception of risk and the use of mobile phones
on holidays is a field rarely studied. The debate surrounding the constraints, limits and barriers to the
use of mobile phones in tourist destinations is a fundamental element for their efficient management.
However, there is limited empirical analysis and few cases of study.

To further go deeply into the debate on this topic, our research aims to make an empirical contribution
in order to provide evidence that will allow us to better understand how the perceived risk of
mobile phones contributes to modifying the perceived utility received and the hedonic value of these
instruments. The study first aims to determine whether there are differences in perception of risk
associated with the use of mobile phones among tourists and to determine the variables that explain
this. Second, it will consider two facets of risk and uncertainty regarding the use of mobile phones
as perceived by tourists—privacy and dependence—to distinguish different effects of smartphone
use derived from different types of risk. Finally, we will analyse the consequences the perception of
risk has regarding tourists’ use of mobile phones in relation to the perceived utility value and hedonic
value as well as tourists’ intentions to use mobile phones in the future.

The study was carried out through a survey developed simultaneously in two mass tourism
destinations on the Catalan coast, Sitges and Calella, where there is a good representation of the
diversity of tourist profiles interested in beach destination holidays. In this sense, the contributions
that have been obtained can be easily transferred to other territorial contexts. The main goal of this
study is to analyse whether different perceived risk impacts linked to the use of mobile devices exist and
if these differences vary between groups of tourists. From a management point of view, the responses
can be formulated to solve ethical problems that smart destinations face when developing marketing
and planning strategies. This is a particularly sensitive issue when destinations use personal data to
plan and design tourism marketing strategies and personalised offers targeting tourists and visitors.

1.1. The Use of Mobile Devices and the Perception of Risk among Tourists

In recent decades, tourists have greatly increased their acceptance of and trust in the use of mobile
phones when on holiday. Some authors even refer to smartphone technology as a catalyst of tourist
activity [10] and point out the existence of a digital tourist profile that differs from traditional
tourists [11]. Tourists profusely use mobile devices and their applications. Thus, this may have
consequences for their behaviour when they are on holiday at a destination [12]. In addition, this also
conditions the way they search for information about tourism products [13]. According to Wang, Xiang
and Fesenmaier, tourists’ interest in mobile phones can be explained by a combination of functional
aspects (they facilitate the search for useful information about the destination during the visit and
allow tourists to assess the destination aesthetically before visiting it) and social aspects (they allow
tourists to make innovative trips, reinforce the hedonic aspects of travel and contact with local culture,
and allow them to reproduce and transfer their experience socially) [14].

The integration of mobile phones into tourists’ travel experience can be interpreted through the
interaction of different factors. Mobile phones are understood by tourists as a resource that supports
their experience through technologies that allow location awareness and context awareness [15],
augmented reality [16], or applications that contribute to an improved tourist experience and access to
new possibilities, among others [14,17]. Tourists’ use of smartphones goes beyond the functionalities
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that this offers and includes an equally significant social value. Mobile phones and social networks
(social media) are not just technological objects used by tourists; they also become tools that are
part of tourists’ social life [18]. Access to the Internet through mobile phones allows tourists to keep
their presence on social media active and it becomes an important part of the tourist experience [19].
Tourists keep in touch with their social networks long-distance using smartphones, social media,
free Wi-Fi infrastructure and improved broadband connections for mobile phones. The increase in
social interaction between people and their own social networks has been interpreted through the
concept of network individualism [20].

Tourists have a positive attitude regarding smartphones due to the opportunities they provide
for mediation and immersion in the experience, obtaining real-time information, and interacting
with social networking communities. The functional value of mobile phones as perceived by tourists
contributes to their identification as a support tool for the travel experience. This not only increases
their use and interaction time throughout their visit as tourists, but also their dependence. Meanwhile,
it also relaxes tourists’ perception of the risks associated with smartphone use. The increase in the
interaction between tourists and mobile phones has also begun to be studied from the point of view of
the emotional and affective relationships which some authors call “passionate use” [21–24].

Research on the applications of tourism technology has primarily focused on the benefits derived
from the adoption of technology among tourists. However, much still needs to be analysed to understand
the barriers and limitations to the use of technology in tourism activity. This study seeks to help bridge
this gap based on an analysis of tourists’ perceived risk of the use of smartphones and its influence on
smartphone use during their holidays as well as their propensity for future use.

Extensive academic literature exists on the analysis of consumers’ perceived risk and its effects on
tourist destinations. In general terms, the emergence of risk is associated with the lack of knowledge
about a phenomenon in such a way that it generates a degree of uncertainty and ignorance about the
possible consequences of carrying out an action [25]. In the area of tourists’ holiday decision-making,
there is agreement that perceived risk can cause tourists to change their minds when choosing a
destination in which to spend their holidays. In cases where the perceived situation is considered
unacceptable or undesirable, a modification of the previously planned actions may be carried out [26].
This general framework is not directly applicable to our study, since it is only interested in determining
how tourists behave once they have already reached their destination in regard to mobile phone use
risk perception, and not as a factor in the holiday destination decision-making process. However,
it does serve as an initial starting point, as it shows that any perceived risk is likely to lead to changes
in tourist behaviour.

Although the concepts of risk and uncertainty are often used indistinctly [27], there are differences
depending on the level of information and knowledge that a person has on a particular phenomenon.
Risk refers to the calculation of the probability of a negative event occurring [28,29]. Thus, it involves
uncertainty regarding the knowledge that is available. On the other hand, uncertainty refers to the
partial knowledge that a person has of a phenomenon at the moment in which she or he makes
a decision. Uncertainty, therefore, is related to the unknown aspects that may appear due to the
influence of exogenous elements or other factors that are not known by the person who has to make
a decision [30]. In the case of tourists who use smartphones, they can accept or reduce risk if they
decide to maintain or cancel certain features of their devices—which, for example, deny access to
their location—while uncertainty may appear when mobile phones receive significant volumes of
information that users are not able to process or when they receive unexpected commercial messages
from other people or organisations.

In this article, perceived risk is defined as the subjective assessment that a user makes of adverse
consequences and the probability that these consequences may occur with the purchase or use of a
product [31]. If the risk perceived derives from the subjective assessment that each individual makes
based on their knowledge of a given phenomenon and the calculation of the probability that an event
with negative consequences takes place, the real risk may actually be lower than the individual’s
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perceived risk [32]. Risk, therefore, can be a variable that influences individual’s decision-making,
but it is not clear if it affects this process more or less than other variables or the extent to which it
influences users’ decision-making.

Different tourists perceive risk differently [33]. This differing perception has been explained by
socio-demographic and risk acceptance factors [34–36], cultural factors [37], psychosocial factors [38,39],
motivational factors [40] and organisational factors [41]. In the case of the risk associated with the
use of mobile phones in tourism, other factors should be considered in addition to the previously
considered factors, such as the context in which the tourism activity is developed and how it differs
from daily life [42]. Knowledge of and familiarity with the destination, trust in the service provider,
and expertise in technology and travel [8].

Risk is a phenomenon that can be categorised. Thus, there are several types of perceived risk
with particular characteristics that can obey different factors. In this sense, it is important to ask
if different perceived risks related to the use of mobile phones have different effects on tourists’
behaviour. Gretzel [9] identifies various types of risk associated with tourists’ use of mobile phones.
Capturing tourists’ personal data and location—made possible by mobile devices—can threaten users’
privacy [43], which sometimes poses an unconscious risk and raises ethical problems [44]. Privacy risk
refers to the intrusion, collection and storage of tourists’ personal data and their unauthorised use by
others [45].

However, there is also a risk of eliminating or diminishing the elements of spontaneity and
exploration in the tourist experience if the use of mobile phones generates dependence. The reduction
of the uncertainty driven by the use of technology may contradict the search for risk and exploration
that is an implicit part of the tourist experience [10]. The ability to choose for oneself is another
component of the tourist experience that can be affected, if the user preference-based decisions enabled
by technology are taken into account [46]. Thus, the reduction of uncertainty and inspiration caused
by technology can affect the tourist experience, making it less exciting [9].

In fact, the perception of risk is considered to be a predictor of the intention to use the devices and
technological applications that generate threats [8]. In this sense, there are several empirical studies
that show the existence of a relationship between perceived risk and users’ attitude towards the use of
technology, which affirm that the concern for privacy is related to the utility that users associate with
the technological applications used [47–49]. Thus, a positive assessment of the perceived usefulness of
the devices or applications reduces the perceived risk of the use of mobile phones.

Technology use in the context of electronic service adoption has been explained using technology
acceptance models (TAM), which incorporate risk in their analysis [50]. These theories are based on
the proposition that tourists perceive risk prior to their purchase evaluation [51]. Risk perception
among tourists has been analysed as a multidimensional phenomenon, given that consumers perceive
several kinds of risk when shopping for products and services through technology [52]. Various facets
of risk have been measured as drivers of consumer behaviour; however, only two risk types will be
used for the purpose of our research: privacy risk and dependence on technology (over-dependence
risk). Privacy risk refers to “the potential loss of control over personal information, such us when
information about a traveller is used without his or her knowledge or permission” [53]. Tourists’
dependence on technology is a psychological risk type in the sense that an intensive use of technology
can have negative effects on the tourist experience and generate frustration in tourists. According to
Gretzel [10], dependence on technology can even make the travel experience boring, since tourists
can anticipate and make their planning process more effective, which reduces the level of human
decision-making. Indeed, the use of digital technology for tourism purposes (what Gretzel calls “the
digital gaze”) makes the tourist experience more superficial, since tourists easily disconnect from their
surroundings, leaving real life behind [10].

In our study, dependence is seen a valid measure of the mediated relationship existing between
technology and visiting tourists. In other words, dependence will be used to measure the proximity
that users/tourists have with technology while they are at a destination on holiday. Both types of
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risk have been selected in order to compare the combined influence of two opposite facets of risk on
tourists’ perception of the usefulness of mobile devices. Privacy risk is an a priori dissuasive element
when it comes to the use of mobile devices, while dependence can be considered a trigger for the use
of mobile devices. Our research places these two risk dimensions in relation to different variables
of acceptance of the use of technology in order to examine how they influence the perception of the
value of present, hedonic, and future use. Finally, we will also analyse how both facets of risk affect
satisfaction in the tourist experience through the use of mobile phones.

Based on all of the aforementioned elements, it is clear that a relationship exists between tourists’
perceived risk and their use of mobile phones. Thus, we assume that tourists’ perceived risk of
smartphone usage varies according to their personal characteristics. In addition, we believe that
the perceived privacy and dependence risks modify the perceived usefulness of mobile phones
among tourists.

Four hypotheses are derived from these assumptions:

H1. Tourists’ perceived risk of the use of smartphones varies according to the personal characteristics of
each individual.

H2. Tourists’ perceived risks of mobile devices have opposing effects on their usefulness perception when
these devices are used for tourism purposes. Thus, high levels of perceived privacy risk will reduce the
perceived usefulness of smartphones, whereas high levels of dependence risk will increase the perceived usefulness
of smartphones.

H2.1. Similarly, a high level of perceived privacy risk will decrease the perceived hedonic value of smartphones,
whereas high levels of perceived dependence risk will increase the perceived hedonic value of smartphones.

H2.2. Finally, a high level of perceived privacy risk will decrease satisfaction in the tourist experience involving
the use of smartphones, whereas a high level of perceived dependence risk will increase satisfaction.

1.2. The Context of Beach Holiday Tourism in Catalonia

The study was carried out through a survey developed simultaneously in two of the largest
mass-tourism destinations on the Catalan coast: Sitges and Calella. These destinations provide an
accurate representation of the diversity of tourist profiles interested in beach holidays. In this sense, the
contributions that have been obtained can be easily transferred to other similar Catalan destinations
and other territorial contexts. Both destinations are located in Catalonia, the Spanish autonomous
community that receives the most international tourists. According to the Spanish National Statistics
Institute, Catalonia received 17,032,814 tourists in 2016 [54], making it one of the most significant
tourism regions in Europe. Sitges and Calella are located in the province of Barcelona, which has as its
central axis one of the urban centres that has experienced the most spectacular growth in the number
of international tourists in recent years: Barcelona. This city has positioned itself among Europe’s most
visited cities [55].

Combining the analyses of the tourists in Sitges and Calella allows us to place our overall analysis
in the context of the variety of beach holiday destinations that exist in Catalonia. Both destinations
present different elements—despite their similarities—while at the same time being representative
in general of this type of destination. Due to its characteristics, Sitges has been defined as having a
creative city model that currently is positioning itself as an intelligent and sustainable destination ([56],
p. 58). It has a population of about 28,000 inhabitants and a hotel offering of 5000 places, plus 2000
pitches at campsites. It presents itself as an urban beach holiday destination that is complemented by
an internationally competitive proposal in the area of congresses and conventions, culture, nautical
tourism, wine tourism, nature, and the LGBT world. In the case of Calella, this destination represents
a tourism model in which, to date, seasonality and very little specialisation have played a clear role in
the schemes of what is called “mass tourism” [57]. Calella has 18,000 inhabitants, 11,000 hotel places
and more than 2000 pitches at campsites. These figures show a higher index of economic specialisation
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in tourism than Sitges. In this context, there are new types of tourism offers that will be developed in
order to respond to new trends in the sector. For instance, proposals exist to enable the evolution from
mass tourism to quality tourism.

Both Sitges and Calella are destinations that have started to debate their conversion into smart
tourism destinations, although these debates are still in the fledgling stage. Calella is currently
managing a smart tourism destination plan that builds upon what this destination has to offer in
order to differentiate itself and gain competitiveness based on the application of technology. Thus,
the contributions this research makes to knowledge of tourists in relation to the use of smartphones in
this particular destination are of special interest and can provide empirical elements that support the
design of development strategies based on technologies for mobile devices.

2. Materials and Methods

The research carried out on the two Catalonian destinations, Calella and Sitges, involved delivering a
survey to 532 tourists in the summer of 2016. All survey statements were addressed to domestic and
international tourists visiting the destination during their summer holiday. The survey focused on
tourists’ perception of the risks and usefulness of mobile devices while visiting a tourism destination.
The aim of the questionnaire was to gather information about respondents’ mobile device usage
behaviour and their perceptions of the risks of using them.

A structured questionnaire was developed, which included 22 questions about privacy risk
perception, dependence on mobile devices while visiting a tourist destination as well as the perceived
utility value, hedonic value and the intention of future use of mobile devices. All issues were measured
on a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 corresponded with “completely disagree” and 5 with “completely
agree”. The survey also posed 10 questions regarding different socio-demographic aspects and several
questions about the tourists’ trip, technological skills, travel experience and previous knowledge
about the destination. The survey instrument was conducted during the summer tourist season
(August–September 2016) by a team specialised in tourism and market research surveys, and it was
randomly administered to tourists visiting the main attractions or walking through downtown public
spaces. The tourist attractions were chosen on the basis of the number of tourists visiting particular
places. Only tourists over the age of 16 were surveyed, as tourists younger than 16 were not considered
mature enough to judge the degree of risk perception of using mobile devices. Only holidaymakers
were sought for the study.

The questions regarding perceived risk were selected from previous literature. According to
Beinat [58], privacy risk issues involve the ability to collect, store, use and disclose users’ locations.
Other literature identifies various aspects that characterise privacy risk (improper access to and the
collection and unauthorised secondary use of personal information), which were taken into account
when designing the issues surveyed in this study [8,45,53,59–61]. Subsequently, several questions were
included in order to obtain information on privacy risk perception: “It bothers me that when I use
mobile devices I can be observed by other people or they can know my exact position”; “It upsets me
if my personal data is used to offer me customised services and products”; “I like to receive messages
about personalised services and product offers on my mobile device when I’m on holiday”; and “I like
to post personal comments and photographs on social media, despite the fact that someone may
recognise me or figure out where I am”.

In this study, dependence on mobile devices refers to a pattern of tourist behaviour that favours
the use of this technology when tourists are visiting a destination based on a preferred use of mobile
devices over other traditional options (maps, book guides, etc.) and with a high intensity of use. Some
authors point out that the use of smartphones is associated with a high emotional relationship, which
positively affects the tourist experience [21], whereas other authors state that a high dependence on
smartphones is related to a low level of perceived satisfaction with the experience [10].

In our research, dependence risk was measured based on three criteria. First, we examined
intensity of use (“When I’m on holidays I switch off my mobile devices in order to enjoy my stay
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and rest”and “I like to let myself get lost in a destination when I am on holiday (without having to
look at my mobile devices)”). Second, we examined the user’s decision, whether it was an intrinsic
decision (“I prefer to prepare holidays and travel itineraries on my own (without technology)”) or an
extrinsic decision (“It would bother me if I had to use a mobile device when visiting a monument or
tourist attraction in order to best interpret or understand the content and/or information offered”).
Finally, a substitutive or preference of use criteria for mobile devices compared to other possibilities
was evaluated with the question, “If I need guidance, I prefer to use my mobile device rather than
figure it out myself”.

The impact of perceived risk on tourists’ experience was analysed through a construct that includes
two elements: satisfaction on tourist experience and fun, expressed as the hedonic value derived from
the use of mobile devices. Satisfaction is generally discussed as the overall tourism experience. It is a
context-dependent process consisting of a multi-model, multi-modal blend of motivations, cognitions,
emotions and meanings embedded in sociocultural settings that transforms during consumer-product
interactions [62]. In our research, technology (mobile devices) is understood as an element that shapes
the experience as tourists uses it to enhance their visit experience, to extend their sensory reach [10]
and increases possibilities for social connections and for feelings of co-presence [19].

From a consumer point of view, hedonic value refers to experiences that are positive, fun and
intrinsically enjoyable [63]. Tourism is an extremely hedonic experience and, for most tourists, fun is an
experienced utility and the essence of a consumption episode [64,65]. Tourist experiences are hedonic
in nature and mobile devices can act as a utility for pleasure derived from their use in a tourism context.
We believe that mobile devices are presumably better able to engage with the tourist experience,
especially if the use of mobile devices is perceived as an enjoyable task or if they are considered to
be a tool that helps to create a more enjoyable tourist experience. Thus, the survey included three
items as a measure for hedonic value associated with the use of mobile devices: “Using mobile devices
when visiting as a tourist is fun”, “The use of mobile devices makes my trip more interesting, fun
and enjoyable” and “The application of technology (e.g., augmented reality) in mobile devices is an
incentive to enjoy tourism sites”. Finally, the variables used to measure the perceived usefulness and
perceived intention of future use of mobile devices were selected from items generally employed
to describe the acceptance of use of mobile technology in a tourism context [66]. This involved the
question: “I will use mobile devices again on my next holiday”.

The results of the survey were reached by running a cluster analysis to determine four tourist
typologies. This was possible using information on tourists’ socio-demographic, technology usage
and perceived risk variables. For the formation of these clusters, 391 survey cases were determined to
be valid and the resulting averages of 22 variables were analysed for each cluster. Thirteen of these
variables allowed results to be attained regarding perceived utility value, perceived hedonic value,
and future use.

Cluster analysis is a technique used in a wide range of tourism research relying on different
approaches [67,68]. The objective of cluster analysis is to isolate different groups in a sample by
studying their common characteristics. It is understood to be a more accurate form of analysis than
simply analysing the means to create significant groups. On this occasion, a non-hierarchical method
was selected (as in the 2004 work of Aguiló-Pérez and Roselló-Nadal [67]) regarding the number of
respondents and the reduction of the effect of rare cases [69]. In addition, means techniques were also
applied in the form of an ANOVA test of the variables on the Likert scale as a technique for validating
the variables in the clusters.

Finally, frequency distribution of the variables was conducted to identify the respondents’ profiles
of origin (Spanish tourists and international tourists) and compare means and standard deviations for
each risk variable. A one-way ANOVA test was carried out to compare the two tourist profiles and to
identify if they had different perceptions about risk when using mobile devices.
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3. Results

After some iterations, four clearly defined groups (Table 1) were obtained by taking into account
socio-demographic variables such as sex and age as well as other variables related to the number of
trips to the destination, the travel experience, tourists’ use of technology and their experience of its use.
These variables were compiled together with others involving the perception of the risk to privacy
and variables involving dependence on the use of technology before the trip and as a resource for
guidance at the destination. The criteria within the iterations required at least two experience variables
involving the use of mobile devices, two privacy risk perception variables and two dependence risk
perception variables. Table 2 shows the disparity between the groups, in which the most distant groups
are Cluster 2 and Cluster 4 and the closest groups are Cluster 1 and Cluster 4.

Table 1. Centres of the final clusters.

Clusters

1 2 3 4

Woman/Man W W W M

Age Between 25 and 34 Between 45 and 54 Between 35 and 44 Between 25 and 34

How many times have you visited
the destination? One time More than

five times Four or five times One time

Annual frequency of travel Neither high nor
low High High High

For what purpose do you mainly use
mobile devices?

To have fun and for
entertainment

To have fun and for
entertainment

To find information,
have fun and for

entertainment

To have fun and for
entertainment

I’m aware of what’s new in apps for
mobile devices. * 3 3 4 4

Compared to others, I have no
problems in running

technological devices. *
3 3 4 4

It bothers me that when I use mobile
devices I can be observed by other

people or they can know my
exact position. *

4 4 4 3

It upsets me if my personal data is used
to offer me customised services

and products. *
4 3 4 3

I prefer to prepare holidays and travel
itineraries on my own

(without technology). *
2 3 3 3

If I need guidance, I prefer to use my
mobile device rather than figure it

out myself. *
3 3 4 4

* Likert Scale 1–5.

Table 2. Inter-cluster variability.

Cluster 1 2 3 4

1 - - - -
2 4.083 - - -
3 3.610 2.551 - -
4 2.191 4.352 3.335 -

The results of Table 1 (Clusters) created the following groups:
Cluster 1 (117 cases, 29.9% of the sample): Low Technology, High Awareness, Young Occasional

Travellers. This group represents a young population (millennials between 25 and 34 years of age) in
which women prevail. Members of this group are travelling for the first time to the destination and
have an intermediate profile of annual trips. They use mobile devices predominantly for entertainment
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and do not consider themselves highly skilled in technology. However, they are concerned about
the control and use of their data and they do not use technology intensively during their stay at the
destination. Instead, they choose to use their mobile devices in the holiday planning phase.

Cluster 2 (46 cases, 11.7% of the sample): Low Use, Low Awareness, Senior Intensive Travellers.
This group comprises a majority of women of a more mature age (between 45 and 54 years of age) but
having made numerous visits to the destination and a high frequency of travel. Their main use of
mobile devices is for entertainment, and they express a greater global concern than the previous group
regarding the privacy risks in regard to the control of their movements and indifference regarding the
possibility of personalised communication. There seems to be no dependence on technology among
this group, as members maintain neutral positions about the use of technology.

Cluster 3 (91 cases, 23.3% of the sample): High Awareness, Generation X Intensive Travellers.
This group is comprised primarily of tourists from generation X (between 35 and 44 years of age) who
are mostly women and see themselves as knowledgeable about technology and its applications, which
they use to inform and entertain themselves. They are travellers who are familiar with the destination
from other visits and travel frequently during the year. This group is aware of mobile device privacy
issues and the inconvenience that this can bring. However, they seem to exhibit a certain intensity in
the level of use of devices at a destination.

Cluster 4 (137 cases, 35% of the sample): Techy, Unconcerned Young Male, Intensive Travellers.
The last group has its own characteristics. This group is primarily made up of young men (millennials
between 25 and 34 years of age) visiting the destination for the first time but who travel approximately
four times a year. As for mobile devices, they use them to get information and entertain themselves,
they are technology-savvy but do not express perception of risk, and they use mobile devices at
destinations more intensively than other groups.

To continue with the analysis, Table 3 shows the average of each variable by clusters; scores over
four are highlighted. The first nine variables are related to the use and perception of technology. Among
these questions, we can find questions that focus on the experience of using mobile devices, perception
of privacy risks, and questions about the perception of risk and over-dependence on technology.
The last 13 questions are related to the perceived utility value of the devices, their perceived hedonic
value, and tourists’ intention to continue using them in the future [66,70,71]. The following conclusions
can be made by analysing the averages by variables and clusters.

In Cluster 1, the risk perceived by its members—especially in terms of privacy—is associated with
a vision of the hedonic and utilitarian value of mobile devices. Thus, it is relatively low compared to
the rest of the clusters. In addition, the intention to use mobile devices in the future is the lowest of all
clusters. On the other hand, the responses of members of this cluster emphasise a lower utilitarian
than hedonic value.

Looking at the data (Table 3), it can be affirmed that this cluster has intermediate positions
regarding the updated use of technology and the recognition of its capabilities (Variables 1, 2 and 3).
However, the members of this cluster are the most upset about the possible privacy risks: they do
not like to receive personalised offers (Variable 6) and they are bothered by the possibility of being
geolocated (Variable 4). However, they are also the most reluctant to prepare a trip without technology
(Variable 7). On the other hand, together with Cluster 2, Cluster 1 maintains an intermediate position
regarding the perception of enrichment of the tourist experience thanks to mobile devices (Variables 11
and 13) and seems to value the use of technology on social media more positively than members from
Cluster 2 (Variables 16 and 17). Finally, the general opinion of future use is positive in this cluster, but
it is still the lowest of all the clusters (Variables 21 and 22).

In Cluster 2, the low value of risk perceived is associated with the perception of the hedonic value
and utility of mobile devices. In this case, it is the lowest among all the groups. In other words, not
perceiving risk in the use of mobile devices does not appear to be associated with a positive evaluation
of them. Unlike the previous cluster, the utility value of mobile devices is ranked above the hedonic
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value. Finally, the members’ intention to use mobile devices in the future for holiday purposes is also
slightly higher than in the previous cluster.

The data show that this cluster can be considered the most insecure and least up-to-date regarding
the use of mobile devices (Variables 1, 2 and 3). Along with the members of Cluster 1, the members of
Cluster 2 are the most disturbed by personalised offers (Variable 6) and by the possibility of geolocation
tracking (Variable 4). At the same time, they are also the tourists who are the least predisposed to
using mobile devices for certain tourism utilities, including for general guidance or at the monuments
or tourist attractions themselves (Variables 8 and 10). They also maintain the lowest score in other
aspects of hedonic use, such as that travel is fun with mobile devices (Variable 14) or that using a
feature such as augmented reality is an incentive to enjoy the experience (Variable 15). They also stand
out for their indifferent position towards social media in tourism (Variables 18 and 19), but have a
positive perspective regarding future use that is superior to that of Cluster 1 (Variables 21 and 22).

Table 3. Mean responses of clusters to the 22 statements.

C1 C2 C3 C4

1. I’m aware of what’s new in apps for mobile devices. * 3.21 2.98 4.24 4.03

2. Compared to others, I have no problems in running technological devices. * 3.34 2.85 4.09 4.18

3. I’m aware of new developments in technology in general. * 3.60 3.28 4.31 4.31

4. It bothers me that when I use mobile devices I can be observed by other people or they
can know my exact position. * 3.97 3.87 3.74 3.19

5. It upsets me if my personal data is used to offer me customised services and products. * 4.05 3.39 4.02 2.89

6. I like to receive messages about personalised services and product offers on my mobile
device when I’m on holiday. * 2.35 2.46 2.84 2.60

7. I prefer to prepare holidays and travel itineraries on my own (without technology). * 2.26 2.76 3.03 3.25

8. If I need guidance, I prefer to use my mobile device rather than figure it out myself. * 3.44 2.74 3.76 3.82

9. I like to let myself get lost in a destination when I’m on holiday (without having to look
at my mobile devices). ** 3.15 3.17 3.35 3.46

10. It would bother me if I had to use a mobile device when visiting a monument or
tourist attraction in order to best interpret or understand the content and/or
information offered. *

3.72 3.80 3.66 3.27

11. The use of mobile devices makes my trip more interesting, fun and enjoyable. * 3.34 3.22 3.78 3.77

12. I like to use mobile devices when I travel. * 3.72 3.59 4.04 4.03

13. I believe that the use of mobile devices when visiting a destination enriches my
tourist experience. * 3.35 3.30 3.92 3.76

14. Using mobile devices when visiting as a tourist is fun. * 3.22 3.12 3.59 3.72

15. The application of technology (e.g., augmented reality) in mobile devices is an
incentive to enjoy tourism sites. * 3.16 3.00 3.53 3.46

16. I like to find tips on social media networks to decide where to go on holiday. * 3.47 3.17 3.68 3.70

17. I like to search for tips on social media networks to decide what to do on holiday at
a destination. * 3.56 3.15 3.66 3.71

18. When I want information or I need to know something about a destination, I prefer to
ask people on the street than use mobile devices. *** 2.91 3.20 2.96 3.07

19. I like to use mobile devices and technology to better interpret what I’m seeing when I
go on a tour. 3.22 3.22 3.74 3.54

20. When I’m on holiday and I’m looking for information, I prefer mobile devices over
tourist information centres on the street. * 3.14 3.13 3.52 3.45

21. I will use mobile devices again on my next holiday. ** 4.10 4.26 4.31 4.32

22. In the future, mobile devices will be of use to me when going on holiday. * 4.09 4.09 4.35 4.31

* ANOVA under 0.05; ** ANOVA = 0.101; *** ANOVA = 0.4.

In Cluster 3, the members indicate that they have a high level of perceived risk both in terms
of privacy issues and mobile device dependence. In this case, both the members’ perception of
the hedonic value (especially regarding the contribution made to their tourist experience) and the
utility value (particularly in the search for information and interpretation of the tourist visit) are high.
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In addition, their evaluation of the future use of mobile devices for holidays is quite high, above that
of the previous two groups.

Looking closely at the averages, we can see that the members of Cluster 3 are aware of updates
(Variables 1 and 3) and have no problems using their devices (Variable 2). Together with Cluster 1, they
express the greatest amount of dissatisfaction when receiving customised services or products related
to their data (Variable 5), but they also regard most positively the use of devices on trips (Variables 11,
12 and 13). After Cluster 4, Cluster 3 is made up of members who best accept the use of social media
while travelling (Variables 16 and 17). In addition, this cluster is the one that holds in the highest
regard the utility of mobile devices for interpreting what they see at the destination and as a source of
information, even over a tourist information centre (Variables 19 and 20). Finally, they stand out for
their intention of future use (Variables 21 and 22).

Finally, Cluster 4’s members express a low level of perceived risk of mobile device usage, which
can be associated with their high valuation of the hedonic and utilitarian value of these devices.
Tourists belonging to this cluster particularly value the entertainment dimension provided by mobile
devices and the use of social media during the tourist experience. Their evaluation of future use of
mobile devices for tourism is also quite high.

As can be seen in Table 3, Cluster 4’s members are the most confident when using mobile devices
(Variable 2), and they also rank highly with regard to application and technology updates, along with
members from Cluster 3 (Variables 1 and 3). However, the members of Cluster 4 are the least bothered
by the possibility of their data being used to receive personalised products and services (Variable 5).
Their positive attitude towards mobile devices can also be observed in their preference for using
mobile devices to guide themselves (Variable 8), and, together with Cluster 3, they emphasise that
they like to use their mobile devices when they travel (Variable 12). This cluster has a higher score
than the others regarding the opinion that travel is fun with mobile devices (Variable 14) and about the
use of social media (Variables 16 and 17). Finally, members also show a greater predisposition to use
these devices on their future trips, together with Cluster 3 (Variables 21 and 22).

Table 4 analyses the distribution of tourists among the clusters in each destination. As can be
seen, Sitges has a more homogeneous distribution due to the more diversified profile of its tourists.

Table 4. Distribution of Clusters per destination.

Cluster
Total

1 2 3 4

Sitges 52 (23.7%) 35 (16.0%) 70 (32.0%) 62 (28.3%) 219 (100.0%)
Calella 65 (37.8%) 11 (6.4%) 21 (12.2%) 75 (43.6%) 172 (100.0%)
Total 117 (29.9%) 46 (11.8%) 91 (23.3%) 137 (35.0%) 391 (100.0%)

A further step in the research involved assessing the relationship between tourists’ perceived
risk and the use of mobile devices through regression analysis. For this purpose, four models were
evaluated. The first model assessed the influence of nine independent variables regarding tourists’
perceived usefulness of mobile devices. Variables related to risk perception were divided into two
groups: privacy risk perception and dependence. Privacy risk perception was measured through two
different questions related to personal location concerns (“It bothers me that when I use mobile devices
I can be observed by other people or they can know my exact position”), and the use of personal data
(“It upsets me if my personal data is used to offer me customised services and products”).

Dependence was measured through two questions related to the degree of indispensable need,
use intensity and closeness between tourists and their mobile devices when visiting a destination:
“When I want information or I need to know something about a destination, I prefer to ask people on
the street rather than use mobile devices” and “I prefer to prepare holidays and travel itineraries on my
own (without technology)”. The destination knowledge variable was measured by the question, “How
many times have you visited this destination?”. Travel experience was measured by the question,
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“How many times do you travel in a year?”. Finally, the technology skills variable was measured
by the question “I consider myself to be skilled in the use of technology”. The dependent variable
(perceived usefulness of mobile devices) was measured by the question, “I consider mobile devices to
be useful for tourism and travel purposes”.

The second model assessed the influence of the same independent variables on a second dependent
variable, namely the improvement of tourist experience when using mobile devices. The dependent
variable (tourist experience) was measured by the question, “I believe that the use of mobile devices
when visiting a destination enriches my tourist experience”. The third model assessed the influence of
the same independent variables on a third dependent variable: the hedonic value of mobile devices.
This dependent variable (hedonic value) was measured by the question, “The use of mobile devices
makes my trip more interesting, fun and enjoyable”. Finally, a fourth model assessed the influence
of the same independent variables on a new dependent variable: tourists’ intention to use mobile
devices in the future. In this case, the dependent variable (future use intention) was measured with the
question, “I will use mobile devices again on my next holiday”.

The results of Model 1 indicate that the variables for perceived privacy risk, dependence and
age are statistically significant predictors (α ≤ 0.005) of tourists’ perceived usefulness of mobile
devices (see Table 5). R2 is 0.19, which explains 19.6% of the variance in tourists’ perception of the
usefulness of mobile devices. Inspection of beta-coefficients shows that age is the most influential
explanatory variable at 0.216, followed by dependence (intensity of use of mobile devices) at −0.200,
and dependence (substitutive use of mobile devices) and risk privacy (geolocation concerns), with a
value of 0.177.

Table 5. Regression results. Model 1: The perceived usefulness of mobile devices.

Independent Variables β t-Value Sig. t R2 Sig F

Constant 5.041 0.001 19.6 0
Privacy risk (inappropriate use of personal data) −0.092 −1.817 0.070
Privacy risk (geolocation concerns) 0.177 3.339 0.001
Dependence (substitutive use of mobile devices) −0.200 −3.974 0.001
Dependence (intensity of use of mobile devices) 0.190 3.809 0.000
Gender 0.059 1.185 0.237
Age 0.216 4.111 0.000
Destination knowledge −0.002 0.000 0.971
Travel experience 0.025 0.000 0.604
Technology skills 0.106 1.918 0.056

Note: Dependent variable: Mobile devices perceived usefulness.

The results of Model 2 (Table 6) indicate that the variables for perceived privacy risk (inappropriate
use of personal data), dependence, technological skills and age are statistically significant predictors
(α ≤ 0.005) of an increase in satisfaction of a tourist experience involving the use of mobile devices.
In this case, R2 is 0.29, which means that 29% of the variance in tourists’ perception of mobile devices
increases their tourist experience. Inspection of beta coefficients shows that dependence is the most
influential explanatory variable, at 0.319, followed by age, at 0.217, technological skills, at 0.187, and
risk privacy, at 0.145.

The results of Model 3 (Table 7) indicate that the variables for dependence and age are statistically
significant predictors (α ≤ 0.005) of the tourists’ perceived hedonic value of mobile devices. In this
case, R2 is 0.23, which explains 23% of the variance in tourists’ perception of mobile devices increasing
their tourist experience. Inspection of beta coefficients shows that dependence (substitution use of
mobile devices) is the most influential explanatory variable at 0.248, followed by age, at 0.192.

The results of Model 4 (Table 8) indicate that the variables for dependence (substitution use of
mobile devices), technological skills and age are statistically significant predictors (α ≤ 0.005) of the
tourists’ future intention to use mobile devices during their holidays. R2 is 0.19, which explains 19%
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of the variance in tourists’ perception of intention of future use of mobile devices. An inspection of
beta-coefficients shows that age is the most influential explanatory variable, at 0.233, followed by
technological skills, at 0.203, and dependence, at 0.156.

Table 6. Regression results. Model 2: Perceived tourist experience satisfaction with mobile device usage.

Independent Variables β t-Value Sig. t R2 Sig F

Constant 3.203 0.001 29.6 0.000
Privacy risk (inappropriate use of personal data) 0.145 3.057 0.002
Privacy risk (geolocation concerns) 0.060 1.200 0.231
Dependence (substitutive use of mobile devices) −0.033 −0.695 0.488
Dependence (intensity of use of mobile devices) 0.319 6.823 0.000
Gender −0.099 −2.148 0.033
Age 0.217 4.409 0.000
Destination knowledge 0.009 0.200 0.842
Travel experience −0.005 −0.105 0.917
Technology skills 0.187 3.627 0.000

Note: Dependent variable: Tourist experience satisfaction.

Table 7. Regression results. Model 3: Perceived hedonic value of mobile devices.

Independent Variables β t-Value Sig. t R2 Sig F

Constant 2.943 0.003 26.6 0.000
Privacy risk (inappropriate use of personal data) 0.115 2.381 0.018
Privacy risk (geolocation concern) 0.127 2.505 0.013
Dependence (substitutive use of mobile devices) −0.018 −0.377 0.706
Dependence (intensity of use of mobile devices) 0.248 5.202 0.000
Gender −0.034 −0.722 0.471
Age −0.192 3.904 0.000
Destination knowledge −0.048 −0.986 0.325
Travel experience 0.006 0.124 0.901
Technology skills 0.133 2.511 0.012

Note: Dependent variable: Hedonic value.

Table 8. Regression results. Model 4: Future intention to use mobile devices.

Independent Variables β t-Value Sig. t R2 Sig F

Constant 6.847 0.000 19.7 0.000
Privacy risk (inappropriate use of personal data) −0.039 −0.769 0.442
Privacy risk (geolocation concerns) 0.137 2.584 0.010
Dependence (substitutive use of mobile devices) −0.033 −0.661 0.509
Dependence (intensity of use of mobile devices) 0.156 3.105 0.002
Gender −0.030 −0.608 0.543
Age 0.233 4.439 0.000
Destination knowledge −0.034 −0.672 0.502
Travel experience 0.042 0.875 0.382
Technology skills 0.203 3.657 0.000

Note: Dependent variable: Future intention to use mobile devices.

Finally, a one-way ANOVA test was carried out to determine if there were significant differences
in risk perception among domestic (Spanish, n = 154) and international (n = 257) tourists. The ANOVA
test revealed that there were significant differences among tourists from different countries in 2 out of
8 measurement variables (see Table 9). Spanish tourists were less dependent on mobile devices and
technology and more concerned about risk issues than international tourists. Spanish tourists were
especially concerned about the risk of loss of privacy when using social media, whereas international
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tourists were more tolerant of this risk. Similarly, Spanish tourists were more opposed to the obligatory
use of mobile devices when visiting a tourism site than international tourists. These differences suggest
a different cultural approach to technology use and risk that would need further analysis in order to
be confirmed.

Table 9. Differences in tourist risk perception across country of origin.

Variable Spanish
n = 154

International
n = 257

Mean (Total)
n = 411 F Sig.

Dependency 1 (I prefer to prepare holidays and
travel itineraries on my own (without technology)) 2.93 2.90 2.85 1.101 0.295

Dependency 2 (I like to let myself get lost in a
destination when I’m on holiday (without having to
look at my mobile devices))

3.30 3.33 3.22 0.085 0.770

Dependency 3 (If I need guidance, I prefer to use my
mobile device rather than figure it out myself) 3.41 3.63 3.55 4.520 0.034

Privacy 1 (It bothers me that when I use mobile
devices I can be observed by other people or they
can know my exact position)

3.72 3.55 3.62 2.065 0.152

Privacy 2 (I like to receive messages about
personalised services and product offers on my
mobile device when I’m on holiday)

2.49 2.61 2.56 0.091 0.343

Privacy 3 (It upsets me if my personal data is used to
offer me customised services and products) 3.75 3.41 3.54 7.350 0.007

Dependency 4 (It would bother me if I had to use a
mobile device when visiting a monument or tourist
attraction in order to best interpret or understand
the content and/or information offered)

3.90 3.35 3.56 22.99 0.000

Privacy 4 (I like to post personal comments and
photographs on social media, despite the fact that
someone may recognise me or figure out where I am)

3.02 3.49 3.31 13.077 0.000

4. Discussion

Cluster analysis results indicate that there are four groups of tourists with different profiles of
mobile device usage and perceptions regarding the risk of privacy and dependence on technology.
It is worth mentioning the contrast between the tourists with a high degree of experience with
technology, frequent use and little perception of risk and over-dependence and other tourists with
other socio-demographic and technological profiles who perceive risks differently.

One of the objectives of this study was to analyse the existing differences in tourists’ perception
of the risk associated with the use of mobile devices. The results show that tourists perceive this
type of risk very differently. Two of the four groups of tourists surveyed expressed a high degree of
perceived risk, while the other two groups showed having a low perception of risk. Furthermore,
behaviour regarding the perception of the two types of risk analysed was not completely homogeneous.
The perception of risk linked to privacy was high in three of the four groups, while the perception of
risk associated with dependence on mobile devices was lower in relation to the risk of privacy in three
of the four groups.

The variables related to the tourist experience, technology expertise, preferential use given to
mobile devices and previous knowledge of the destination behave much more erratically than the
socio-demographic variables as they associate with tourists’ perceived risk. In fact, all of them can
be associated with both high and low perceived risk components, which suggests a weak link with
perceived risk. On the other hand, the influence of socio-demographic factors on tourists’ perception
of risk when using mobile devices is more significant. Gender and age are two key factors that can be
used to understand behaviour in relation to the tourists’ perceived risk of mobile usage. Two of the
three groups of tourists identified in which women predominated showed a high perception of risk,
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whereas the perception of risk was low only in the group in which men predominated. In addition, the
average response to risk for each group of tourists indicates that the lowest perceived risk scores only
appeared in the group in which men predominated.

There are also considerable differences in relation to perceived risk regarding age. Young people
in the millennial generation demonstrated “canonical” behaviour in their perception of risk. Thus,
individuals who expressed a high degree of perceived risk had a low valuation of the utility and
hedonic value of mobile devices and vice versa. Older tourists, on the other hand, expressed
unfavourable opinions towards the use of mobile devices, although they also demonstrated the
lowest perception of risk of all the tourist groups surveyed. In addition, they also expressed a low
valuation of the utilitarian and hedonic value of mobile devices. Finally, the members of the so-called
generation X presented a situation contrary to that of the previous group of seniors. In this case, they
expressed a very high perception of risk, but also highly evaluated perceived utility and hedonic value.

Overall, three groups showed that their intention to use mobile devices in the future was very high,
especially with regard to the group belonging to generation X. Thus, individuals in both of the seaside
cities analysed perceived the same risk differently, as other studies have shown regarding the influence
of tourists’ perceived risk on their choice of destination [37]. In this sense, the differences detected
among young millennials in their perception of the risk posed by mobile devices are better understood.

These differences in perception suggest that the different types of risk perceived by each individual
may also be due to different reasons. In future research, it will be necessary to analyse which factors of
the individuals’ profiles can explain the differences between each type of risk perceived and if there
is any relationship between the presence or absence of one type of risk and another. In this sense,
exploring factors related to a passionate use of mobile devices and the perception of risk might be an
enriching path to better understanding different tourist behaviours.

Regression analysis shows that age, risk to privacy, dependence and technology skills are all
significant variables. Surprisingly, however, age acted in a way opposite to that hypothesised.
Our results demonstrated that age is a factor that positively influences the perceived value of mobile
devices. This can be interpreted in a twofold manner. First, our results support other researchers’
statements about the use of smartphones in digital marketing, which claim that the existing gap is
narrowing, as more consumers from all age groups embrace mobile marketing through increased
smartphone penetration [72]. A second interpretation, complementary to the previous one, involves
older generations’ perceptions of the utility value of mobile devices. According to our study, these age
groups feel that mobile devices and technology in general provide a useful, previously non-existent
solution to problems in their daily life (and tourism activity). Unlike older generations, young
people—and digital natives in particular—do not seem to expect as much from technology, because
they do not see them as disruptive innovation but rather a natural, everyday tool. A future area of
study could include in-depth analysis of the observed differences between tourist age groups in order
to better understand the factors that explain the differences in their perceptions of technology and
mobile devices.

Privacy risk was associated significantly with the perceived usefulness of mobile devices and
satisfaction with the travel experience. Thus, tourists positively evaluated the usefulness of their
mobile devices despite the perceived risk. Indeed, privacy risk in regard to geolocation was correlated
with the utility value tourists gave to mobile devices. These results support other research stating that
people are less concerned about their location being tracked as long as they find the service useful [49].
Finally, perceived privacy risk due to an inappropriate use of personal data by others was negatively
correlated with tourists’ satisfaction with the tourist experience. In this case, the results did not support
the thesis that tourists tend to underestimate risk when using their mobile devices in a leisure and
tourism context [10]. Dependence was positively correlated with the four regression models. Thus,
dependence on mobile devices does correlate with a positive perception of these devices. Unlike
privacy risk, dependence is also correlated positively with hedonic use and future intention to use
mobile devices. This is consistent with the fact that tourists with a high dependence on mobile devices
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also have a highly positive perception of mobile devices as a tool for enjoying holidays and leisure
time, as well as a useful substitute for traditional tourism tools (maps, guide books, video camera, etc.).
Our results are aligned with the results of several studies that point out the emotional (passionate) use
of smart phones [21].

The rest of the variables were not statistically significant. Our findings with regard to gender are
consistent with several studies on Internet use that point out that gender differences have virtually
disappeared [73]. Surprisingly, however, tourists’ travel experience and previous knowledge about
the destination were not significant variables. A possible interpretation of this result is that risk
perception of mobile devices does not follow a learning process, but instead is consistent with an
intrinsic consequence of pleasure, fun and unawareness of risk in the tourist experience.

The risk associated with dependence due to mobile device use seems to be more clearly perceived
than the risk of privacy, according to the four regression models proposed. This presents an interesting
finding that will have to be analysed in greater detail in future research, since there are no previous
studies on this aspect. In addition, this study partially corroborates previous analyses that affirm that
tourists perceive lack of privacy as a concern when using mobile devices [9]. Our analysis shows that
the use of mobile devices for tourism purposes may be affected by the perception of risk, as risk is
associated with lower experience satisfaction for tourists. Nevertheless, our results do not support
other related studies that have pointed out that perceived risk is associated with a decrease in the
value of smartphones usage [49], so it should be analysed further.

In addition, perceived privacy risk associated with the hedonic and future use of mobile devices
was not found to be significant. In other words, tourists who were concerned about the risk of privacy
when using mobile devices did not find their use more or less enjoyable and stated that they would
use mobile devices in the future despite the risk. This finding is similar to conclusions drawn from
other empirical studies regarding the use of smartphones among non-tourists [31]. We found that
privacy risk was perceived to be higher when the use of mobile devices was for functional purposes,
but the perceived privacy risk was lower when the use was for fun. Thus, this result suggests that
tourists are more unaware of risks when enjoying the use of mobile phones than when they use them
for practical purposes or as an instrument to solve a travel concern. It is also clear that low perceived
privacy risk and high dependence on mobile devices combine to form high intention of future use
values. In conclusion, because of tourists’ high dependence on them, mobile devices form part of
tourism instruments and will continue to do so in the future despite the perceived privacy risk.

Our study reveals several important implications for the sustainable management of smart
tourism destinations in relation to the ethical use of mobile devices. First, tourists’ perceived risk
is a strategic issue, as it can negatively affect their satisfaction. Consequently, the sustainability of
smart destinations depends on a balance between competitiveness—through the digital integration of
technology—and ethical issues to ensure technology is used correctly (especially in tracking, marketing,
location-based services or geolocalization). These issues can negatively affect privacy concerns and
harm privacy rights, thus negatively impacting on tourist satisfaction.

We also discovered the existence of different tourist profiles regarding their perception of
technology and mobile device usage. Some tourists are experienced technology users and technology
is at the heart of their tourist experience, whilst other tourists are on the edge of the digital divide
and are unskilled technology users. Smart tourism destination managers must bear in mind that an
all-inclusive technological interpretation of destinations or a “compulsory” use of technology when
visiting tourist locations might be counterproductive in terms of visitor satisfaction among unskilled
mobile device users.

The result revealing that tourists have different risk perceptions related to the use of mobile
devices while visiting a destination suggests that tourist managers should include risk variables when
planning their destinations in order to gain competitiveness through sustainable practices. However,
the analysis of perceived risk when using mobile devices has scarcely been taken into account from
the point of view of sustainability. Therefore, a first research contribution of our work is that it can
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open up an interesting field of research into this issue. A second contribution of this article to the topic
of sustainability is the identification of technological risk as a strategic indicator for smart tourism
destinations that want to promote competitiveness through sustainability [74,75]. Consumers are
influenced by a destination’s sustainability conditions when deciding where to go on holiday [76].
An inappropriate use of technology, if it jeopardises consumers’ privacy, can negatively impact on
tourist satisfaction. The creation of indicators for technological risks would help to limit unsustainable
practices such as the introduction of invasive marketing products, services or practices using mobile
devices, which increases tourists’ perceived risk.

Furthermore, destination stakeholders can approach their tourism strategies from a more sustainable
point of view, enacting policies and drawing up actions that reduce perceived technological risk
among visitors. Some good examples are destinations that promote technological disconnection
during one’s stay (for example, certain rural tourism destinations or establishments specialised in
wellness or relaxation) or destinations targeting certain market segments interested in relaxation.
Finally, is very important for smart tourism destinations to transmit an image that is not associated
with technological risk if they want to achieve competitiveness based on parameters linked to quality
and sustainability. Likewise, appropriate technological risk management can be used by smart tourism
destinations to create a technology risk-free destination label, which would serve to differentiate them
from competitors.

5. Conclusions

This study presents significant findings that will be able to help tourism managers to better focus
on risk issues in smart tourism destinations when it comes to tourists’ use of mobile devices. According
to the results obtained, it can be concluded that tourists have different individual behaviours regarding
their use of mobile devices. Thus, our first hypothesis was validated. In addition, a clearly different
mobile device usage pattern can be distinguished among the four tourist groups identified in our
cluster analysis. Even tourists that belong to the same generation (i.e., millennials) expressed a different
response to the perceived risk associated with mobile device usage. This leads us to assume that a
single digital tourist does not exist; thus, smart tourism destinations that try to differentiate from
competitors by creating a digital tourism ecosystem need to offer different solutions and to adapt their
strategy to satisfy the varied needs of their visitors. In future research, it will be necessary to expand
our focus and to add new variables on the use of mobile devices—such as those related to emotional
use—to better understand the extent and magnitude of the differences between users.

While our first hypothesis was supported by this empirical study, others were not. Our second
hypothesis (H2) was not supported, as privacy risk was not perceived as having a negative influence
when evaluating the usefulness of mobile devices. Hypothesis H2.1 was also not supported,
as dependence played a more fundamental role than privacy risk in the tourists’ perceptions of
the utility of mobile devices. Our final hypothesis H2.2 was not supported: a high level of perceived
privacy risk increases satisfaction with the tourist experience originating from the use of smartphones,
and a high level of perceived dependence risk also increases satisfaction.

If the results on the two types of risks analysed are compared, it can be observed that dependence
has a more comprehensive role in explaining tourists’ mobile device usage. The four regression models
used indicate that it is statistically significant that an increase in dependence positively affects all
aspects of mobile device use. Nevertheless, privacy risk is only statistically correlated with mobile
devices utility value.

According to our results, tourists experience satisfaction is positively correlated with dependency
on mobile devices but it is negatively correlated with privacy risk perception. Thus, the results of our
research contribute to the inclusion of the risk variable in the smart tourism destination management
agenda. For marketing purposes, these findings clearly advocate a market segmentation that introduces
strategies that target tourists who are willing to accept the risk involved and, conversely, that omits
tourists who are more sensitive to risk perception. It is important to emphasize that some individual
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sociodemographic (age) and technological skills of tourists are associated with risk perception. Thus,
although dependence on mobile devices is associated with usefulness and fun for many tourists, it must
be taken into account that, in some cases, there is a clear risk that marketing or information strategies
that make inappropriate or intrusive use of privacy will negatively affect the tourists’ experience at
the destination.
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